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a b s t r a c t 

The suprachiasmatic nucleus is a network of synchronized neurons whose electrical activ- 

ity follows a 24 h cycle. The synchronization phenomenon (among these neurons) is not 

completely understood. In this work we study, via experiments and numerical simulations, 

the phenomenon in which the synchronization threshold changes under the influence of 

an external (bifurcation) parameter in coupled Hindmarsh–Rose neurons. This parameter 

“shapes” the activity of the individual neurons the same way as some neurons in the brain 

react to light. We corroborate this experimental finding with numerical simulations by 

quantifying the amount of synchronization using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. In order 

to address the local stability problem of the synchronous state, Floquet theory is applied 

in the case where the dynamic systems show continuous periodic solutions. These results 

show how the sufficient coupling strength for synchronization between these neurons is 

affected by an external cue (e.g. light). 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Circadian rhythms are biological processes that show oscillations of approximately 24 h. These rhythms can be observed

in animals, plants, bacteria, among others, [1] . Specifically, in animals it can be related to physical, mental and behavioural

changes, such as, the sleep-wake cycle and the secretion of certain hormones [2] . In mammals, circadian rhythms are driven

by a “master clock”, which consists of a group of nerve cells in the brain (composed of nearly 20,0 0 0 neurons) called the

suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which is located in the hypothalamus [3] . 

In recent decades, scientists have learned about circadian rhythms by studying humans, mammals (e.g. rats), and math-

ematical models [4–7] . Studies have established that the human response to light is qualitatively similar to that of other

mammals. For example, experiments on rats have helped to characterize the neuronal electrical activity in their SCN by

recording the overall synchronized behaviour of the neurons [5,6] . Therefore, learning more about the synchronization of

neurons in the SCN responsible for circadian rhythms will enhance our understanding of biological systems and the human

body. For instance, disruptions of circadian rhythms originated by shift-work or jet-lag are linked to sleep disorders, obe-

sity, diabetes, and depression [8–11] . Mathematical models also have been useful to study the circadian rhythms [7] , which

can be differentiated with respect to the type and number of cells, the intercellular coupling, network topologies, and the

focus of the modelling study. In [7] a survey is presented, in which the author concluded that most of the models found in

literature describe circadian rhythms at molecular level, however, how a population of coupled neurons synchronize their

electrical behaviour, is poorly understood. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the SCN. a) SCN-like network shows the four regions in which the SCN is divided: left and right VL, and left and right DM. Both 

hemispheres are interconnected through the third ventricle (3V), above the optic chiasm. b) Simplified model consisting of two diffusively coupled neurons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Fig. 1 , the basic structure of the SCN is depicted, which is a network divided in two hemispheres (left and right). Each

of the hemispheres is divided into two subnetworks: a ventrolateral (VL) and a dorsomedial (DM) [12] . As shown in Fig. 1 ,

light enters through the retina to the VL of the SCN. Only the neurons in the left and right VL are light sensitive (about 25%

of the total of neurons in the SCN [13,14] ). 

Neurons in the DM regions are not directly affected by light, although the VL and DM regions are coupled, at the same

time, left and right hemispheres are interconnected via the third ventricle (3V), allowing an overall synchronization in the

SCN. The electrical activity of these different neurons must synchronize with each other in order to generate a uniform and

high-amplitude timing signal [15] . The way how light affects synchronization among different neurons in the SCN is not

completely understood (light being the predominant external cue of the SCN). 

We propose a simplified model, shown in Fig. 1 b, which is a network of two coupled neurons, affected by an external

parameter that represents, in the same way, light. We study how this external parameter, that affects the dynamics of the

neurons, also influences the threshold for synchronization. Studying this simple model is key to start comprehending the

interaction mechanism between neurons influenced by external parameters. 

In order to understand this phenomenon, we use an experimental set-up as described in [16] . This set-up consists of an

array of electronic circuits that mimic the behaviour of a network of Hindmarsh–Rose neuronal model (H–R) [17] . The output

of each electronic circuit represents the neuronal membrane potential of a H–R neuron. Diffusive coupling is used to couple

both circuits, which can be considered as an electrical synapse between neurons, consisting of a group of gap-junctions

occurring close together, also described as, the voltage difference of the interconnected neurons [18] . 

Several notions of synchronization are used in literature, cf. [19] . For example, mutual synchronization , in which two ob-

jects equally affect each other and mutually adjust their rhythms; synchronization by an external force has been observed in

nature in the adjustment of biological clocks that regulate circadian rhythms (e.g. SCN); phase synchronization is usually re-

ferred to chaotic systems which their amplitudes are irregular whereas their frequencies show synchrony; (in neuroscience

this type of synchronization is known as bursting synchronization ). When in an oscillator not only frequency but also am-

plitude coincide, it is called complete synchronization . Furthermore, generalized synchronization , refers to what is commonly

alluded to the existence of a functional relationship between states. 

For the purpose of this work, we consider complete synchronization. However, this concept is not reliable in an experi-

mental setting, therefore, the solution is to use the concept of practical synchronization . This can be defined as synchroniza-

tion between non-identical systems. 

Research on practical synchronization is not trivial and the main issue is to define a minimum measurement error thresh-

old for synchronization [20] . Measurement errors might be caused by natural variations in the subjects, variations in the

measurement process, or both. In this work, the experimental electronic neurons are non-identical, therefore, a direct mea-

surement error may not be the best way to compare both outputs. Hence, we consider the use of correlation coefficients to

quantify the level of synchrony. This method of quantification can be used to compare measurements of different quantities

(i.e. different scales for measuring [21] ); in this case, to distinguish synchronization between two neurons. Therefore, we

use the term practical synchronization when the correlation coefficient of the outputs is close to one. 

The effects on the synchronization threshold were observed firstly in the experimental phase, helping to identify this

behaviour, and leading to an important part of this ongoing research. In addition to this, we corroborate the experimental

results by means of extensive numerical simulations with identical neurones. In like manner, the correlation coefficient was

implemented as quantification of the degree of synchronization among neurons. 

Besides numerical and experimental results, we support these findings by a local stability analysis. Floquet multipliers

are computed to analyse local stability in the periodic regime of the neurons. 
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Table 1 

Nominal parameter values of the Hindmarsh–Rose 

model (1) . 

c 1 = 1 , c 2 = 0 , c 3 = 3 , c 4 = 8 , 

c 5 = 5 , c 6 = 1 , c 7 = 1 , c 8 = 1 , 

c 9 = 1 , c 10 = 2 , c 11 = 1 , c 12 = 0 . 005 , 

c 13 = 4 , c 14 = 4 . 472 . 

Fig. 2. Neuron behaviour changes with respect to the bifurcation parameter I . Top chart belongs to resting mode: 0 ≤ I ≤ 1.4. Bursting modes can vary from 

1 to 5 spikes: 1.4 ≤ I ≤ 3.1. Chaotic mode: 3.1 ≤ I ≤ 3.5. Tonic spiking: I ≥ 3.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the light-sensitive Hindmarsh–Rose model, experimentation

plan, simulations, and Floquet theory. Next, in Section 3 , we present experimental and numerical results, describing the

quantification of the error measurement for practical synchronization, and Floquet multipliers are shown. Finally, in Section

4 conclusions are drawn. 

2. Methods 

The dynamics of each neuron are described by 

˙ y i = −c 1 y 
3 
i + c 2 y 

2 
i + c 3 y i − c 4 + c 5 z i, 1 − c 6 z i, 2 + c 7 I + c 8 u i , 

˙ z i, 1 = −c 9 y 
2 
i − c 10 y i − c 11 z i, 1 , (1) 

˙ z i, 2 = c 12 (c 13 y i + c 14 − z i, 2 ) , 

where i = 1 , 2 , y i is the output (membrane potential) of the i th neuron, z i , 1 and z i , 2 are internal variables, I is the bifurcation

parameter that affects the behaviour of the neuron (as light in the SCN), and u i is the input coupling between neurons

defined as 

u 1 = σ (y 2 − y 1 ) , u 2 = σ (y 1 − y 2 ) , (2) 

where positive constant σ is the coupling strength between neurons. Non-negative constants c 1 . . . c 14 are parameters, whose

(nominal) values are presented in Table 1 . 

It is important to mention that similarly as the light affects the VL neurons in the SCN, the parameter I also influences

the H–R neurons, creating four different modes, see Fig. 2 a, which are described as follows: 

Resting - In this case, for every initial condition, the model possesses a stable equilibrium point. 

Bursting - During this mode, the H–R neuron produces a number of spikes followed by a period of quiescence. 

Chaotic - While being in this regime, the solution shows aperiodic bursting behaviour. In this mode, the H–R neuron

presents positive Lyapunov exponents; which means that, a small change of the initial conditions will result in a

completely different aperiodic solution. 

Tonic Spiking In this region the model produces consecutive periodic spikes. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental set-up, consisting of, PC, stack of electronic neurons, data acquisition device, coupling interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In [22] , the authors have shown that the H–R model has semi-passivity properties that are essential characteristics to

achieve synchronization. This concept of semi-passivity has been studied before in [23] and is a property of systems whose

state trajectories remain oscillatory but bounded. Besides, in [23] it is shown that linearly interconnected (e.g. diffusive

coupling) semi-passive systems possess bounded solutions. 

As shown in [24] , the coupling is essential to keep oscillators in synchrony. In [22] , has been proven that a network

of dynamical systems, with a sufficiently strong coupling, synchronizes, including the H–R neuronal model. The theory in

[22] predicts the existence of a synchronization threshold σ̄ in a network of H–R neurons. 

Nevertheless, we hypothesize that, the synchronization threshold varies with respect to the bifurcation parameter I (i.e.

light in SCN). The techniques used in [22,23] are not suitable for studying this phenomenon, in view of the fact that param-

eter I does not appear in the error-dynamics. 

2.1. Experiments 

The experimental setup, consists of a personal computer, a data acquisition device, a coupling interface, and the electronic

neurons. Each neuron is designed to mimic the behaviour of an H–R neuron, Eq. (1) , as described in [16] . Each electronic

neuron contains an input port for the external parameter I , and they are interconnected via the coupling interface, as shown

in Fig. 3 . It is known that any hardware implementations, due to inherent parameter mismatches in the components, does

not allow to have identical performance. For that reason, the use of non-identical H–R neurons and the effect of an exoge-

nous cue may lead to a more realistic representation of synchronization in the SCN. In Fig. 2 b we observe the recorded

data of a single uncoupled electronic neuron for different values of the bifurcation parameter, resting, bursting, chaotic and

tonic spiking modes. 

Experiments are performed by creating a grid (I, σ ) = { 1 . 4 , 1 . 5 , . . . , 7 } × { 0 , 0 . 07 , . . . , 0 . 7 } . Each vector is recorded with a

rate of 30 0 0 samples per second in a time span of 40 s. 

2.2. Numerical simulations 

We construct a grid (I, σ ) = { 1 . 4 , 1 . 45 , . . . , 7 } × { 0 , 0 . 05 , . . . , 0 . 7 } , and for each pair of values ( I, σ ), 10 simulations of

identical neurons is computed. 

To define initial conditions for the simulations, a set �i is constructed as 

�i = { (y i , z i, 1 , z i, 2 ) ∈ R 

3 | − 4 . 2 ≤ y i ≤ 4 . 2 , −90 ≤ z i, 1 ≤ 1 , −9 . 5 ≤ z i, 2 ≤ 22 . 9 } . (3)

For each I ∈ [1.5, 7] the vector field with u i ≡ 0 is not pointing outward at the boundary of �i ; hence, �i is positively invari-

ant for the dynamics of an uncoupled H–R oscillator. In addition, the coupling functions u i are non-negative and non-positive

at the left and right y i -boundary of �, respectively, such that �1 ×�2 is positively invariant with respect to the dynamics

of two coupled H–R oscillators. For each simulation, neuron i is assigned random initial conditions normally distributed in

the set �i , Eq. (3) . 

The numerical solver ode23s from MATLAB is used in the extensive simulations with relative and absolute tolerance of

1 e −3 and 1 e −6 , respectively. Each simulation runs over 60 0 0 time units. 

2.3. Correlation coefficient as quantification of error for the practical synchronization threshold 

Key factors, such as network structure, external parameters, internal mismatches as well as time-delays, play a role in

synchronization; hence, as studied in [25] , exact synchronization may not be possible and a notion of practical synchroniza-

tion is necessary to be defined. 
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Fig. 4. Experimental data. Colour map correspond to the correlation coefficient for synchronization. Solid line marks the threshold of synchronization σ̄

for ρ = 0 . 99 . All values above the solid line represent synchronization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We use the concept of correlation to quantify practical synchronization between neurons. Correlation has been used

before as a measurement to reveal functional connections between individual pairs of neurons [26] , and is defined as follows

R x,z = 

∑ n 
i =1 (x i − x̄ )(z i − z̄ ) √ ∑ n 

i =1 (x i − x̄ ) 2 
√ ∑ n 

i =1 (z i − z̄ ) 2 
(4) 

where n is the number of samples of the signal, x i and z i a component of each signal, and x̄ and z̄ denotes the mean value

of the signal. R x,z = 1 indicates positive correlation, and R x,z = 0 no correlation. 

As a result, with the definition of correlation coefficient in Eq. (4) , and using data signals of outputs y 1 ( t ) and y 2 ( t ), we

define practical synchronization when 

R y 1 ,y 2 = ρ ≥ 1 − ε, ε is a small positive number, 

where y i and y 2 are two output sequences of equal length, simultaneously sampled and recorded via experiments and/or

numerical simulations. It is important to mention that, one may only expect the correlation coefficient to be close 1 in

practice. The results of this can be seen in Fig. 6 . 

2.4. Floquet theory 

According to Floquet theory [27] , stability problem of periodic motions can be solved through calculating the Floquet

multipliers of the system. 

Let us assume that the systems are synchronized such that 

y 1 (t) = y 2 (t) = y s (t ) , z 1 , 1 (t ) = z 2 , 1 (t) = z s 1 (t ) , z 1 , 2 (t ) = z 2 , 2 (t) = z s 2 (t) , 

where y s ( t ), z s 1 ( t ) and z s 2 ( t ) satisfy the equations of an uncoupled H–R oscillator, Eq. (1) with u i = 0 . 

We now make the assumption that solutions of this oscillator satisfy 

y s (t) = y s (t + T ) , z s 1 (t) = z s 1 (t + T ) , z s 2 (t) = z s 2 (t + T ) , 

for some positive number T that depends on parameter I . We linearize the dynamics of the coupled systems around the

periodic synchronous solution and obtain the system 

˙ x 1 = A (t) x 1 (t) + σBC(x 2 − x 1 ) 

˙ x 2 = A (t) x 2 (t) + σBC(x 1 − x 2 ) 
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Fig. 5. Results of numerical simulations for two identical H–R neurons. The colour map indicates to the correlation coefficients for synchronization. All 

values above the black solid line ( ρ = 0 . 99 ) represent synchronization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

where x i := 

( 

z i, 1 − z s 1 
z i, 2 − z s 2 
y i − y s 

) 

, i = 1 , 2 , are sufficiently small and 

A (t) := 

[ −1 0 −10 y s (t) 
0 −0 . 005 0 . 02 

1 −1 −3 y 2 s (t) + 6 y s (t) 

] 

(5)

is the Jacobian matrix of uncoupled system evaluated at the periodic and synchronous solution. Note that A (t) = A (t + T ) .

Consider the change of coordinates: [ ξ1 = x 1 + x 2 , ξ2 = x 1 − x 2 ] . Then 

˙ ξ1 = A (t) ξ1 , (6a)

˙ ξ2 = A (t) ξ2 − 2 σBCξ2 . (6b)

For the periodic synchronous solution to be stable, the two coupled system have to synchronize locally, we know that

system (6) should have one Floquet multiplier equal to 1 whilst all other multiplier are in absolute value strictly smaller

than 1, [27] . The systems should be bounded and stable since to start, therefore, the subsystem (6a) possesses a multiplier

equal to one. Consequently, the Floquet multipliers associated to the subsystem (6b) need to lie inside of the unit circle in

the complex plane. 

3. Results 

3.1. Experiments 

In this section, we present experimental results of two coupled electronic circuits, which are designed to mimic the

behaviour of a H–R neuron, as described in [16] . The correlation coefficient was computed for each pair of recorded output

signals y 1 and y 2 . The last 20 s of recorded data were considered in order to avoid the transition behaviour. The result can

be seen in Fig. 4 . 

After analysing the correlation coefficient, we see that there is a relation between the threshold for synchronization and

the bifurcation parameter. In Fig. 4 it is visible that the minimum coupling strength to achieve practical synchronization

changes regarding the external parameter. 
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Fig. 6. Synchronization threshold for different values of correlation parameter ρ = { 0 . 8 , 0 . 9 , 0 . 99 , 0 . 999 } . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Numerical simulations 

In order to corroborate the synchronization threshold phenomenon seen in experiments, we computed a series of exten-

sive simulations. 

With the last 30 0 0 time units, the correlation coefficient is calculated for outputs y 1 and y 2 . The result can be seen in

Fig. 5 . 

Due to numerical errors in the numerical integration scheme, exact synchronization is not possible to achieve. There-

fore, in Fig. 6 we show the synchronization threshold for different correlation values. All values above the colour lines are

considered the synchronization area which varies depending of the threshold. It is visible that for values for ρ > 0.99 the

threshold hardly varies, hence, this is the threshold chosen for sync. 

In Fig. 7 we compare both thresholds obtained via numerical simulations and experiments for ρ = 0 . 99 . It is noticeable

that there are small mismatches between both thresholds, but similar “trend”. 

It can be seen that the threshold for both simulations and experiments, show similar characteristics, such as, a maxi-

mum coupling strength for chaotic and tonic spiking behaviour. Moreover, as the spiking frequency increases, the necessary

coupling strength to achieve synchronization decreases. However, during bursting mode (1.4 ≤ I ≤ 3.1), more fluctuations and

dissimilarities are visible. Similar characteristics can be seen in the threshold of synchronization between simulations and

experiments; such as, an approximate maximum coupling strength for chaotic/tonic spiking modes; fluctuations at a burst-

ing mode, and a decay in coupling strength at a high frequency oscillations. 

Both the simulations and experiments support the hypothesis that the external cue directly affects the minimum thresh-

old for synchronization. 

3.3. Floquet multipliers 

Given the local characteristics of the Floquet analysis, a lower threshold for synchronization is expected; however, in Fig.

7 it is visible that few values of the blue (Floquet) line are higher than red (simulations) line. These mismatches might be

generated for numerical inaccuracies, such as, initial conditions too far from each other or not enough simulated time. Given

that the chaotic regime does not contain stable periodic orbits, there are no values of Floquet multipliers shown in Fig. 7 for

chaotic region. 
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Fig. 7. Threshold of synchronization σ̄ . Red line represents the threshold obtained from numerical simulations. Black is the threshold from experimental 

data. Both threshold are for correlation value of ρ = 0 . 99 . Blue line represents the threshold of Floquet multipliers inside the unit circle (chaotic region 

excluded). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Discussion 

Light is the main cue that controls the SCN, resulting in a synchronized activity among the neurons that constitute the

SCN, although the interconnecting mechanism among these neurons is not yet completely understood. 

In this work we have found that due to the intrinsic behaviour of the neurons (that are light sensitive), the amount of

coupling needed to maintain synchrony changes, showing that for high frequencies, lower coupling strength is needed to

achieve synchronization, and higher coupling strength for lower frequency. 

This is an interesting feature that may help to understand the nature of the SCN, such as, jet-lag and seasonal adaptations,

and the mechanism of neural interconnection. We have presented experimental results and simulations, which support to

the hypothesis of the light dependant synchrony between neurons. 

Due to the heterogeneity of the electronic circuits, we expected discrepancies in comparison to simulations. Nevertheless,

the use of the correlations parameter is useful to quantify the synchronization state, for both, identical and non-identical

neurons, showing similar results between numerical results and the experiments. 

It can be seen that for chaotic behaviour and close to the tonic spiking mode, the minimum threshold for the coupling

strength reaches a maximum value, although, as frequency increases, σ decays. We can relate this result to the SCN in the

form that, when SCN receives light, it shows a higher frequency in the electrical activity, which implies uniform synchro-

nization; in contrast with the night, when the SCN has lower frequency. 

Moreover, some fluctuations can be seen in the threshold. This can be related also to natural fluctuations of the electrical

activity during the light-dark cycle, generated by ingestion of food patterns, weather conditions, among others. 

Using Floquet theory we have analyzed the Floquet mutipliers for the periodic solutions of the H–R model (bursting

and tonic spiking). As can be seen in Fig. 7 , some discrepancies between multipliers and simulations exist. This is due

to the local characteristic of Floquet method, however, a similar shape is visible for experiments, simulations and Floquet

multipliers. Therefore, a deeper analyses is required to investigate global stability. As remembered before, the parameter I

does not appear in the error-dynamics. This makes a Lyapunov stability analysis difficult. An option to this, might be to find

the bounding box of the state-space dependent of the parameter I . 
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We presented only a simple network of two neurons. This is a basis result that will lead to a further investigation,

analysing several aspects, such as, larger and different network topologies, nearest and global couplings [28] , time-delays

[29,30] , and the inclusion of noise [31] . Future research may also consider to define the parameter I as function of time I ( t )

that varies in a 24 h cycle. 
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